
The following is a Legend of Tulip lines and 
symbols, and their definitions.
Tulip, Line type Meaning

 
Basics of a "tulip".  Dot at bottom signifies where 
you are coming from.  Arrowhead shows which 
way you are to go.  

Go straight on a paved road. 
Also used to indicate a speed
change at a delta mileage 
where there is no sign.

 

"X" Indicates a quoted sign or landmark.  The 
sign will be defined in the column marked "Other 
Information".

Go straight on a paved road, 
perform indicated action at 
"sign".  IE., CAS 30 at 
"SPEED LIMIT 30".

 

A dotted line, like the one at the top, indicates a 
non-road.  A non-road may be a driveway, or a 
road that is marked "no entry", "dead end", "not a 
thru road", "one way", or "no outlet".  It is not an 
option as a way to go at that intersection. 

Turn left at an intersection on
a paved road with a non-road
across the way and the 
matching sign as shown and 
stated in the "other 
information" column.

 

This tulip shows an intersection with an island.  
All sides of the island are legal, conventionally; 
you would take the first opportunity to make the 
right.

Turn right on a paved road 
before the island at an 
intersection with the quoted 
sign indicated by "X".

 

Another intersection with an island.  This time, the
dotted line shows a non-road, which means you 
cannot go straight ahead.  Follow the path of solid
line road through this intersection.

If you are at the proper 
intersection for this tulip, turn 
right before the island, then 
left on paved roads.

 

A squared circle over an intersection, indicates an
intersection with a traffic light.  This may be a 
flashing light, or a full green yellow red stop light.

Go straight at a 4-way 
intersection with traffic light, 
and a quoted sign as 
indicated by the "X".

 
This tulip shows a traffic circle or rotary.  Use the 
arrow to determine which road to exit the rotary 
onto.

Enter the circle and continue 
around and exit onto the 
second road, which is half 
way around the circle.

The symbol to the right that look like brackets 
lying down represents a bridge.

Turn right at a 4-way 
intersection of all paved 
roads to cross a bridge.  The 
sign must match what is 
stated in the "other 
information" column.

The boxes in the tulip indicate buildings.

Turn left at the specified 
location on a paved road 
before the sign and between
the buildings.
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